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Abstract

While current 3D object recognition research mostly fo-

cuses on the real-time, onboard scenario, there are many

offboard use cases of perception that are largely under-

explored, such as using machines to automatically generate

high-quality 3D labels. Existing 3D object detectors fail to

satisfy the high-quality requirement for offboard uses due

to the limited input and speed constraints. In this paper,

we propose a novel offboard 3D object detection pipeline

using point cloud sequence data. Observing that different

frames capture complementary views of objects, we design

the offboard detector to make use of the temporal points

through both multi-frame object detection and novel object-

centric refinement models. Evaluated on the Waymo Open

Dataset, our pipeline named 3D Auto Labeling shows sig-

nificant gains compared to the state-of-the-art onboard de-

tectors and our offboard baselines. Its performance is even

on par with human labels verified through a human label

study. Further experiments demonstrate the application of

auto labels for semi-supervised learning and provide exten-

sive analysis to validate various design choices.

1. Introduction

Recent years have seen a rapid progress of 3D object

recognition with advances in 3D deep learning and strong

application demands. However, most 3D perception re-

search has been focusing on real-time, onboard use cases

and only considers sensor input from the current frame or

a few history frames. Those models are sub-optimal for

many offboard use cases where the best perception quality

is needed. Among them, one important direction is to have

machines “auto label” the data to save the cost of human la-

beling. High quality perception can also be used for simula-

tion or to build datasets to supervise or evaluate downstream

modules such as behavior prediction.

In this paper, we propose a novel pipeline for offboard

3D object detection with a modular design and a series of

tailored deep network models. The offboard pipeline makes

use of the whole sensor sequence input (such video data

is common in applications of autonomous driving and aug-
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Figure 1. Our offboard 3D Auto Labeling achieved significant

gains over two representative onboard 3D detectors (the ef-

ficient PointPillar [20] and the top-performing PVRCNN [45]).

The relative gains (the percentage numbers) are higher under more

strict standard (higher IoU thresholds). The metric is 3D AP (L1)

for vehicles on the Waymo Open Dataset [52] val set.

mented reality). With no constraints on the model causality

and little constraint on model inference speed, we are able

to greatly expand the design space of 3D object detectors

and achieve significantly higher performance.

We design our offboard 3D detector based on a key ob-

servation: different viewpoints of an object, within a point

cloud sequence, contain complementary information about

its geometry (Fig. 2). An immediate baseline design is

to extend the current detectors to use multi-frame inputs.

However, as multi-frame detectors are effective they are still

limited in the amount of context they can use and are not

naively scalable to more frames – gains from adding more

frames diminish quickly (Table 5).

In order to fully utilize temporal point clouds (e.g. 10

or more seconds), we step away from the common frame-

based input structure where the entire frames of point clouds

are merged. Instead, we turn to an object-centric design.

We first leverage a top-performing multi-frame detector to

give us initial object localization. Then, we link objects

detected at different frames through multi-object tracking.

Based on the tracked boxes and the raw point cloud se-

quences, we can extract the entire track data of an object,

including all of its sensor data (point clouds) and detec-

tor boxes, which is 4D: 3D spatial plus 1D temporal. We
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then propose novel deep network models to process such

4D object track data and output temporally consistent and

high-quality boxes of the object. As they are similar to

how a human labels an object and because of their high-

quality output, we call those models processing the 4D track

data as “object-centric auto labeling models” and the entire

pipeline “3D Auto Labeling” (Fig. 3).

We evaluate our proposed models on the Waymo Open

Dataset (WOD) [52] which is a large-scale autonomous

driving benchmark containing 1,000+ Lidar scan sequences

with 3D annotations for every frame. Our 3D Auto Labeling

pipeline dramatically lifts the perception quality compared

to existing 3D detectors designed for the real-time, onboard

use cases (Fig. 1 and Sec. 5.1). The gains are even more sig-

nificant at higher standards. To understand how far we are

from human performance in 3D object detection, we have

conducted a human label study to compare auto labels with

human labels (Sec. 5.2). To our delight, we found that auto

labels are already on par or even slightly better compared to

human labels on the selected test segments.

In Sec. 5.3, we demonstrate the application of our

pipeline for semi-supervised learning and show signifi-

cantly improved student models trained with auto labels.

We also conduct extensive ablation and analysis experi-

ments to validate our design choices in Sec. 5.4 and Sec. 5.5

and provide visualization results in Sec. 5.6.

In summary, the contributions of our work are:

• Formulation of the offboard 3D object detection prob-

lem and proposal of a specific pipeline (3D Auto La-

beling) that leverages our multi-frame detector and

novel object-centric auto labeling models.

• State-of-the-art 3D object detection performance on

the challenging Waymo Open Dataset.

• The human label study on 3D object detection with

comparisons between human and auto labels.

• Demonstrated the effectiveness of auto labels for semi-

supervised learning.

2. Related Work

3D object detection Most work has been focusing on us-

ing single-frame input. In terms of the representations used,

they can be categorized into voxel-based [54, 10, 23, 51,

19, 63, 48, 71, 62, 20, 67, 55], point-based [46, 65, 37, 41,

64, 47], perspective-view-based [24, 35, 3] as well as hy-

brid strategy [70, 66, 7, 14, 45]. Several recent works ex-

plored temporal aggregation of Lidar scans for point cloud

densification and shape completion. [32] fuses multi-frame

information by concatenating feature maps from different

frames. [15] aggregates (motion-compensated) points from

1 frame 5 frames

10 frames All (146) frames

Figure 2. Illustration of the complementary views of an object

from the point cloud sequence. Point clouds (aggregated from

multiple frames) visualized in a top-down view for a mini-van.

different Lidar sweeps into a single scene. [68] uses graph-

based spatiotemporal feature encoding to enable message

passing among different frames. [16] encodes previous

frames with a LSTM to assist detection in the current

frame. Using multi-modal input (camera views and 3D

point clouds) [19, 6, 42, 60, 27, 26, 34, 49, 40] has shown

improved 3D detection performance compared to point-

cloud-only methods, especially for small and far-away ob-

jects. In this work, we focus on a point-cloud-only solution

and on leveraging data over a long temporal interval.

Learning from point cloud sequences Several recent

works [30, 13, 36] proposed to learn to estimate scene

flow from dynamic point clouds using end-to-end trained

deep neural networks (from a pair of consecutive point

clouds). Extending such ideas, MeteorNet [31] showed

that longer sequences input can lead to performance gains

for tasks such as action recognition, semantic segmenta-

tion and scene flow estimation. There are also other ap-

plications of learning in point cloud sequences, like point

cloud completion [39], future point cloud prediction [57]

and gesture recognition [38]. We also see more released

datasets with sequence point cloud data such as the Waymo

Open Dataset [52] for detection and the SemanticKITTI

dataset [2] for 3D semantic segmentation.

Auto labeling The large datasets required for training

data-hungry models have increased the annotation costs no-

ticeably in recent years. Accurate auto labeling can dra-

matically reduce annotation time and cost. Previous works

on auto labeling were mainly focused on 2D applications.

Lee et al. proposed pseudo-labeling [21] to use the most

confident predicted category of an image classifier as labels

to train it on the unlabeled part of the dataset. More recent

works [17, 72, 61, 59] have further improved the procedures

to use pseudo labels and demonstrated wide success includ-

ing state-of-the-art results on ImageNet [8].

For 3D object detection, recently, Zakharov et al. [69]

proposed an auto labeling framework using pre-trained 2D
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Figure 3. The 3D Auto Labeling pipeline. Given a point cloud sequence as input, the pipeline first leverages a 3D object detector to

localize objects in each frame. Then object boxes at different frames are linked through a multi-object tracker. Object track data (its point

clouds at every frame as well as its 3D bounding boxes) are extracted for each object and then go through the object-centric auto labeling

(with a divide-and-conquer for static and dynamic tracks) to generate the final “auto labels”, i.e. refined 3D bounding boxes.

detectors to annotate 3D objects. While effective for loose

localization (i.e. IoU of 0.5), there is a considerable perfor-

mance gap for applications requiring higher precision. [33]

tried to leverage weak center-click supervision to reduce 3D

labels needed. Several other works [5, 1, 22, 28, 11] have

also proposed methods to assist human annotators and con-

sequently reducing the annotation cost.

3. Offboard 3D Object Detection

Problem statement Given a sequence of sensor inputs

(temporal data) of a dynamic environment, our goal is to lo-

calize and classify objects in the 3D scene for every frame.

Specifically, we consider the input of a sequence of point

clouds {Pi ∈ R
ni×C}, i = 1, 2, ..., N with the point cloud

Pi (ni points with C channels for each point) of each of the

N total frames. The point channels include the XY Z in the

sensor’s coordinate (at each frame) and other optional infor-

mation such as color and intensity. We also assume known

sensor poses {Mi = [Ri|ti] ∈ R
3×4}, i = 1, 2, ..., N at

each frame in the world coordinate, such that we can com-

pensate the ego-motion. For each frame, we output amodal

3D bounding boxes (parameterized by its center, size and

orientation), class types (e.g. vehicles) and unique object

IDs for all objects that appear in the frame.

Design space Access to temporal data (history and future)

has led to a much larger design space of detectors compared

to just using single frame input.

One baseline design is to extend the single-frame 3D

object detectors to use multi-frame input. Although pre-

vious works [32, 15, 16, 68] have shown its effectiveness,

a multi-frame detector is hard to scale up to more than a

few frames and cannot compensate the object motions since

frame stacking is done for the entire scene. We observe that

the contributions of multi-frame input to the detector quality

diminish as we stack more frames (Table 5). Another idea

is to extend the second stage of two-stage detectors [42, 46]

to take object points from multiple frames. Compared to

taking multi-frame input of the whole scene, the second-

stage only processes proposed object regions. However, it

is not intuitive to decide how many context frames to use.

Setting a fixed number may work well for some objects but

suboptimal for others.

Compared to the frame-centric designs above, where in-

put is always from a fixed number of frames, we recognize

the necessity to adaptively choose the temporal context size

for each object independently, leading to an object-centric

design. As shown in Fig. 3, we can leverage the power-

ful multi-frame detector to give us the initial object local-

izations. Then for each object, through tracking, we can

extract all relevant object point clouds and detection boxes

from all frames that it appears in. Subsequent models can

take such object track data to output the final track-level re-

fined boxes of the objects. As this process emulates how a

human labeler annotates a 3D object in the point cloud se-

quence (localize, track and refine the track over time), we

chose to refer to our pipeline as 3D Auto Labeling.

4. 3D Auto Labeling Pipeline

Fig. 3 illustrates our proposed 3D Auto Labeling

pipeline. We will introduce each module of the pipeline

in the following sub-sections.
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4.1. Multiframe 3D Object Detection

MVF++ As the entry point to our pipeline, accurate ob-

ject detection is essential for the downstream modules. In

this work, we propose the MVF++ 3D detector by extend-

ing the top-performing Multi-View Fusion [70] (MVF) de-

tector in three aspects: 1) to enhance the discriminative abil-

ity of point-level features, we add an auxiliary loss for 3D

semantic segmentation, where points are labeled as posi-

tives/negatives if they lie inside/outside of a ground truth 3D

box; 2) for obtaining more accurate training targets and im-

proving training efficiency, we eliminate the anchor match-

ing step in the MVF paper and adopt the anchor-free design

as in [53]; 3) to leverage ample computational resources

available in the offboard setting, we redesign the network

architecture and increase the model capacity. Please see

supplemental Sec. C for details.

Multi-frame MVF++ We extend the MVF model to use

multiple LiDAR scans. Points from multiple consecutive

scans are transformed to the current frame based on ego-

motion. Each point is extended by one additional channel,

encoding of the relative temporal offset, similar to [15]. The

aggregated point cloud is used as the input to the MVF++.

Test-time augmentation We further boost the 3D detec-

tion through test-time augmentation (TTA) [18], by rotating

the point cloud around Z-axis by 10 different angles (i.e. [0,

±1/8π, ±1/4π, ±3/4π, ±7/8π, π]), and ensembling pre-

dictions with weighted box fusion [50]. While it may lead

to excessive computational complexity for onboard uses, in

the offboard setting TTA can be parallelized across multiple

devices for fast execution.

4.2. Multiobject Tracking

The multi-object tracking module links detected objects

across frames. Given the powerful multi-frame detector,

we choose to take the tracking-by-detection path and have

a separate non-parametric tracker. This leads to a simpler

and more modular design compared to the joint detection

and tracking methods [32, 58, 25]. Our tracker is an im-

plementation variant of the [56], using detector boxes for

associations and Kalman filter for state updates.

4.3. Object Track Data Extraction

Given tracked detection boxes for an object, we can ex-

tract object-specific LiDAR point clouds from the sequence.

We use the term object track data to refer to such 4D (3D

spatial and 1D temporal) object information.

To extract object track data, we first transform all boxes

and point clouds to the world coordinate through the known

sensor poses to remove the ego-motion. For each unique

object (according to the object ID), we crop its object points
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Figure 4. The static object auto labeling model. Taking as in-

put the merged object points in the world coordinate, the model

outputs a single box for the static object.

within the estimated detector boxes (enlarged by α meters

in each direction to include more contexts). Such extraction

gives us a sequence of object point clouds {Pj,k}, k ∈ Sj

for each object j and its visible frames Sj . Fig. 3 visualizes

the object points for several vehicles. Besides the raw point

clouds, we also extract the tracked boxes for each object and

every frame {Bj,k}, k ∈ Sj in the world coordinate.

4.4. Objectcentric Auto Labeling

In this section, we describe how we take the object track

data to “auto label” the objects. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the

process includes three sub-modules: the track-based motion

state classification, static object auto labeling and dynamic

object auto labeling, which are described in detail below.

Divide and conquer: motion state estimation In the real

world, lots of objects are completely static during a period

of time. For example, parked cars or furniture in a room do

not move within a few minutes or hours. In terms of off-

board detection, it is preferred to assign a single 3D bound-

ing box to a static object rather than separate boxes in dif-

ferent frames to avoid jittering.

Based on this observation, we take a divide-and-conquer

approach to handle static and moving objects differently,

introducing a module to classify an object’s motion state

(static or not) before the auto labeling. While it could be

hard to predict an object’s motion state from just a few

frames (due to the perception noise), we find it relatively

easy if all object track data is used. As the visualization in

Fig. 3 shows, it is often obvious to tell whether an object

is static or not from its trajectory. A linear classifier using

a few heuristic features from the object track’s boxes can

already achieve 99%+ motion state classification accuracy

for vehicles. More details are in supplemental Sec. E.

Static object auto labeling For a static object, the model

takes the merged object point clouds (Pj = ∪{Pj,k} in the

world coordinate) from points at different frames and pre-
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Figure 5. The dynamic object auto labeling model. Taking a se-

quence of object points and a sequence of object boxes, the model

runs in a sliding window fashion and outputs a refined 3D box for

the center frame. Input point and box colors represent frames.

dicts a single box. The box can then be transformed to each

frame through the known sensor poses.

Fig. 4 illustrates our proposed model for static object

auto labeling. Similar to [42, 46], we first transform

(through rotation and translation) the object points to a box

coordinate before the per-object processing, such that the

point clouds are more aligned across objects. In the box

coordinate, the +X axis is the box heading direction, the

origin is the box center. Since we have the complete se-

quence of the detector boxes, we have multiple options on

which box to use as the initial box. The choice actually has

a significant impact on model performance. Empirically,

using the box with the highest detector score leads to the

best performance (see supplemental Sec. I for an ablation).

To attend to the object, the object points are passed

through an instance segmentation network to segment the

foreground (m foreground points are extracted by the

mask). Inspired by the Cascade-RCNN [4], we itera-

tively regress the object’s bounding box. At test time, we

can further improve box regression accuracy by test-time-

augmentation (similar to Sec. 4.1).

All networks are based on the PointNet [43] architecture.

The model is supervised by the segmentation and box esti-

mation ground truths. Details of the architecture, losses and

the training process are described in supplemental Sec. F.

Dynamic object auto labeling For a moving object, we

need to predict different 3D bounding boxes for each frame.

Due to the sequence input/output, the model design space is

much larger than that for static objects. A baseline is to re-

estimate the 3D bounding box with cropped point clouds.

Similar to the smoothing in tracking, we can also refine

boxes based on the sequence of the detector boxes. Another

choice is to “align” or register object points with respect to

a keyframe (e.g. the current frame) to obtain a denser point

cloud for box estimation. However, the alignment can be a

harder problem than box estimation especially for occluded

or faraway objects with fewer points. Besides, it is chal-

lenging to align deformable objects like pedestrians.

We propose a design (Fig. 5) that leverages both the

point cloud and the detector box sequences without align-

ing points to a keyframe explicitly. Given a sequence of ob-

ject point clouds {Pj,k} and a sequence of detector boxes

{Bj,k} for the object j at frames k ∈ Sj , the model predicts

the object box at each frame k in a sliding window form. It

consists of two branches, one taking the point sequence and

the other taking the box sequence.

For the point cloud branch, the model takes a sub-

sequence of the object point clouds {Pj,k}
T+r
k=T−r. After

adding a temporal encoding channel to each point (simi-

lar to [15]) , the sub-sequence points are merged through

union and transformed to the box coordinate of the detec-

tor box Bj,T at the center frame. Following that, we have

a PointNet [43] based segmentation network to classify the

foreground points (of the 2r + 1 frames) and then encode

the object points into an embedding through another point

encoder network.

For the box sequence branch, the box sequences

{B′

j,k}
T+s
k=T−s of 2s + 1 frames are transformed to the box

coordinate of the detector box at frame T . Note that the box

sub-sequence can be longer than the point sub-sequence to

capture the longer trajectory shape. A box sequence en-

coder network (a PointNet variant) will then encode the box

sequence into a trajectory embedding, where each box is a

point with 7-dim geometry and 1-dim time encoding.

Next, the computed object embedding and the trajectory

embedding are concatenated to form the joint embedding

which will then be passed through a box regression network

to predict the object box at frame T .

5. Experiments

We start the section by comparing our offboard 3D

Auto Labeling with state-of-the-art 3D object detectors in

Sec. 5.1. In Sec. 5.2 we compare the auto labels with the hu-

man labels. In Sec. 5.3, we show how the auto labels can be

used to supervise a student model to achieve improved per-

formance under low-label regime or in another domain. We

provide analysis of the multi-frame detector in Sec. 5.4 and

analysis experiments to validate our designs of the object-

centric auto labeling models in Sec. 5.5 and finally visualize

the results in Sec. 5.6.

Dataset We evaluate our approach using the challenging

Waymo Open Dataset (WOD) [52], as it provides a large

collection of LiDAR sequences, with 3D labels available

for each frame. The dataset includes a total number of 1150

sequences with 798 for training, 202 for validation and 150

for testing. Each LiDAR sequence lasts around 20 seconds

with a sampling frequency at 10Hz. For our experiments,

we evaluate both 3D and bird’s eye view (BEV) object de-

tection metrics for vehicles and pedestrians.
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Method frames

Vehicles Pedestrians

3D AP BEV AP 3D AP BEV AP

IoU=0.7 IoU=0.8 IoU=0.7 IoU=0.8 IoU=0.5 IoU=0.6 IoU=0.5 IoU=0.6

StarNet [37] 1 53.70 - - - 66.80 - - -

PointPillar [20]⋆ 1 60.25 27.67 78.14 63.79 60.11 40.35 65.42 51.71

Multi-view fusion (MVF) [70] 1 62.93 - 80.40 - 65.33 - 74.38 -

AFDET [12] 1 63.69 - - - - - - -

ConvLSTM [16] 4 63.60 - - - - - - -

RCD [3] 1 68.95 - 82.09 - - - - -

PillarNet [55] 1 69.80 - 87.11 - 72.51 - 78.53 -

PV-RCNN [45]⋆ 1 70.47 39.16 83.43 69.52 65.34 45.12 70.35 56.63

Single-frame MVF++ (Ours) 1 74.64 43.30 87.59 75.30 78.01 56.02 83.31 68.04

Multi-frame MVF++ w. TTA (Ours) 5 79.73 49.43 91.93 80.33 81.83 60.56 85.90 73.00

3D Auto Labeling (Ours) all 84.50 57.82 93.30 84.88 82.88 63.69 86.32 75.60

Table 1. 3D object detection results for vehicles and pedestrians on the Waymo Open Dataset val set. Methods in comparison include

prior state-of-the-art single-frame based 3D detectors as well as our single-frame MVF++, our multi-frame MVF++ (5 frames) and our

full 3D Auto Labeling pipeline. The metrics are L1 3D AP and bird’s eye view (BEV) AP at two IoU thresholds: the common standard

IoU=0.7 and a high standard IoU=0.8 for vehicles; and IoU = 0.5, 0.6 for pedestrians. ⋆ reproduced results using author’s released code.

5.1. Comparing with Stateoftheart Detectors

In Table 1, we show comparisons of our 3D object de-

tectors and the 3D Auto Labeling with various single-frame

and multi-frame based detectors, under both the common

standard IoU threshold and a higher standard IoU threshold

to pressure test the models.

We show that our single-frame MVF++ has already

outperformed the prior art single-frame detector PVR-

CNN [45]. The multi-frame version of the MVF++, as a

baseline of the offboard 3D detection methods, significantly

improves upon the single-frame MVF++ thanks to the extra

information from the context frames.

For vehicles, comparing the last three rows, our com-

plete 3D Auto Labeling pipeline, which leverages the multi-

frame MVF++ and the object-centric auto labeling mod-

els, further improves the detection quality especially in the

higher standard at IoU threshold of 0.8. It improves the

3D AP@0.8 significantly by 14.52 points compared to the

single-frame MVF++ and by 8.39 points compared to the

multi-frame MVF++, which is already very powerful by it-

self. These results show the great potential of leveraging the

long sequences of point clouds for offboard perception.

We also show the detection AP for the pedestrian class,

where we consistently observe the leading performance of

the 3D Auto Labeling pipeline especially at the higher local-

ization standard (IoU=0.6) with 7.67 points gain compared

to the single-frame MVF++ and 3.13 points gain compared

to the multi-frame MVF++.

5.2. Comparing with Human Labels

In many perception domains such as image classification

and speech recognition, researchers have collected data to

understand humans’ capability [44, 9, 29]. However, to the

3D AP BEV AP

IoU=0.7 IoU=0.8 IoU=0.7 IoU=0.8

Human 86.45 60.49 93.86 86.27

3DAL (Ours) 85.37 56.93 92.80 87.55

Table 2. Comparing human labels and auto labels in 3D object

detection. The metrics are 3D and BEV APs for vehicles on the 5

sequences from the Waymo Open Dataset val set. Human APs are

computed by comparing them with the WOD’s released ground

truth and using number of points in boxes as human label scores.

best of our knowledge, no such study exists for 3D recogni-

tion especially for 3D object detection. To fill this gap, we

conducted a small-scale human label study on the Waymo

Open Dataset to understand the capability of human in rec-

ognizing objects in a dynamic 3D scene. We randomly se-

lected 5 sequences from the Waymo Open Dataset val set

and asked three experienced labelers to re-label each se-

quence independently (with the same labeling protocol as

WOD).

In Table 2, we report the mean AP of human labels and

auto labels across the 5 sequences. With the common 3D

AP@0.7 (L1) metric, the auto labels are only around 1 point

lower than the average labeler, although the gap is slightly

larger in the more strict 3D AP@0.8 metric. With some vi-

sualization, we found the larger gap is mostly caused by in-

accurate heights. The comparisons with the BEV AP@0.8

metric verifies our observation: when we don’t consider

height, the auto labels even outperform the average human

labels by 1.28 points.

With such high quality, we believe the auto labels can

be used to pre-label point cloud sequences to assist and ac-

celerate human labeling, or be used directly to train light-

weight student models as shown in the following section.
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Training Data Test Data 3D AP BEV AP

100% main train (Human) main val 71.2 86.9

10% main train (Human) main val 64.3 81.2

10% main train (Human)
main val 70.0 86.4

+ 90% main train (3DAL)

100 % main train (Human) domain test 59.4 N/A

100 % main train (Human)
domain test 60.3 N/A

+ domain (Self Anno.)

100 % train (Human)
domain test 64.2 N/A

+ domain (3DAL)

Table 3. Results of semi-supervised learning with auto labels.

Metrics are 3D and BEV AP for vehicles on the Waymo Open

Dataset. The type of annotation is reported in parenthesis. Please

note, test set BEV AP is not provided by the submission server.

5.3. Applications to Semisupervised Learning

In this section, we study the effectiveness of our auto

labeling pipeline in the task of semi-supervised learning to

train a student model under two settings: intra-domain and

cross-domain. We choose the student model as a single-

frame MVF++ detector that can run in real-time.

For the intra-domain semi-supervised learning, we ran-

domly select 10% sequences (79 ones) in the main WOD

training set to train our 3D Auto Labeling (3DAL) pipeline.

Once trained, we apply it to the rest 90% sequences (719

ones) in the main training set to generate “auto labels” (we

only keep boxes with scores higher than 0.1). In Table 3

(first two rows), we see that reducing the human annota-

tions to 10% significantly lowers the student model’s per-

formance. However, when we use auto labels, the student

model trained on 10% human labels and 90% auto labels

can get similar performance compared to using 100% hu-

man labels (AP gaps smaller than 1 point), demonstrating

superb data efficiency auto labels can provide.

For the cross-domain semi-supervised learning, the

teacher auto labels data from an unseen domain. The

teacher is trained on the main WOD train set, and auto la-

bels the domain adaptation WOD train and unlabeled sets

(separate 680 sequences from the main WOD). The student

is then trained on the union of these three sets. Evaluations

are on the domain adaptation test set. The last three rows of

Table 3 show the results. Without using any data from the

new domain, the student gets an AP of 59.4. While using

the student to self-label slightly helps (improves the results

by ∼ 1 point), using our 3DAL to auto label the new domain

significantly improves the student AP by ∼ 5 points.

5.4. Analysis of the Multiframe Detector

Table 4 shows the ablations of our proposed MVF++

detectors. We see that the offboard techniques such as

the model capacity increase (+3.08 AP@0.7), using point

clouds from 5 frames as input (+1.70 AP@0.7) and test

time augmentation (+3.39 AP@0.7) are all very effective

anchor-free cap. increase seg loss 5-frame TTA AP@0.7/0.8

X - - - - 71.20 / 39.70

X X - - - 74.28 / 42.91

X X X - - 74.64 / 43.30

X X X X - 76.34 / 45.57

X X X X X 79.73 / 49.43

Table 4. Ablation studies on the improvements to 3D detector

MVF [70]. Metrics are 3D AP (L1) at IoU thresholds 0.7 and 0.8

for vehicles on the Waymo Open Dataset val set.

# frames 1 2 3 4 5 10

AP@0.7 74.64 75.32 75.63 76.17 76.34 76.96

AP@0.8 43.30 44.11 44.80 45.43 45.57 46.20

Table 5. Ablation studies on 3D detection AP vs. temporal con-

texts. Metrics are 3D AP (L1) for vehicles on the Waymo Open

Dataset val set. We used the 5-frame model in 3D Auto Labeling.

in improving the detection quality.

Table 5 shows how the number of consecutive input

frames impacts the detection APs. The gains of adding

frames quickly diminishes as the number of frames in-

creases: e.g. while the AP@0.8 improves by 0.81 from 1

to 2 frames, the gain from 4 to 5 frames is only 0.14 point.

5.5. Analysis of Object Auto Labeling Models

We evaluate the object auto labeling models using the

box accuracy metric under two IoU thresholds 0.7 and 0.8

on the Waymo Open Dataset val set. The predicted box is

considered correct if its IoU with the ground truth is higher

than the threshold. More analysis is in supplemental Sec. I.

Ablations of the static object auto labeling In table 6 we

can see the importance of the initial coordinate transform

(to the box coordinate), and the foreground segmentation

network in the first 3 rows. In the 4th and the 5th rows, we

see the gains of using iterative box re-estimation and test

time augmentation respectively.

Alternative designs of the dynamic object auto labeling

Table 7 ablates the design of the dynamic object auto la-

beling model. For the align & refine model, we use the

multi-frame MVF++ detector boxes to “align” the object

point clouds from the nearby frames ([−2,+2]) to the cen-

ter frame. For each context frame, we transform the co-

ordinate by aligning the center and heading of the context

frame boxes to the center frame box. The model using un-

aligned point clouds (in the center frame’s coordinate, from

[−2,+2] context frames), second row, actually gets higher

accuracy (second row) than the aligned one. The model tak-

ing only the box sequence (third row) as input performs rea-

sonably as well, by leveraging the trajectory shape and the

box sizes. Our model jointly using the multi-frame object

point clouds and the box sequences gets the best accuracy.
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Figure 6. Visualization of 3D auto labels on the Waymo Open Dataset val set (best viewed in color with zoom in). Object points are

colored by object types with blue for static vehicles, red for moving vehicles and orange for pedestrians. Boxes are colored as: green for

true positive detections, red for false positives and cyan for ground truth boxes in the cases of false negatives.

transform segmentation iterative tta Acc@0.7/0.8

- - - - 78.82 / 50.90

X - - - 81.35 / 54.76

X X - - 81.37 / 55.67

X X X - 82.02 / 56.77

X X X X 82.28 / 56.92

Table 6. Ablation studies of the static auto labeling model. Met-

rics are the box accuracy at 3D IoU=0.7 and IoU=0.8 for vehicles

in the Waymo Open Dataset val set.

Method Acc@0.7/0.8

Align & refine 83.33 / 60.69

Points only 83.79 / 61.95

Box sequence only 83.13 / 58.96

Points and box sequence joint 85.67 / 65.77

Table 7. Comparing with alternative designs of dynamic object

auto labeling. Metrics are box accuracy with 3D IoU thresholds

0.7 and 0.8 for vehicles on the Waymo Open Dataset val set.

Effects of temporal context sizes for object auto labeling

Table 8 studies how the context frame sizes influence the

box prediction accuracy. We also compare with our single-

frame (S-MVF++) and multi-frame detectors (M-MVF++)

to show extra gains the object auto labeling can bring. We

can clearly see that using large temporal contexts improves

the performance while using the entire object track (the last

row) leads to the best performance. Note that for the static

object model, we use the detector box with the highest score

for the initial coordinate transform, which gives our auto

labeling an advantage over frame-based method.

5.6. Qualitative Analysis

In Fig. 6, we visualize the auto labels for two represen-

tative scenes in autonomous driving: driving on a road with

parked cars, and passing a busy intersection. Our model

is able to accurately recognize vehicles and pedestrians in

Method Context frames
static dynamic

Acc@0.7/0.8 Acc@0.7/0.8

S-MVF++ [−0,+0] 67.17 / 36.61 80.07 / 57.71

M-MVF++ [−4,+0] 73.96 / 43.56 82.21 / 59.52

3DAL

[−0,+0] 78.13 / 50.30 80.65 / 57.97

[−2,+2] 79.60 / 52.52 84.34 / 63.60

[−5,+5] 80.48 / 55.02 85.10 / 64.51

all 82.28 / 56.92 85.67 / 65.77

Table 8. Effects of temporal context sizes for object auto label-

ing. Metrics are the box accuracy at 3D IoU=0.7, 0.8 for vehicles

in the WOD val set. Dynamic vehicles have a higher accuracy

because they are closer to the sensor than static ones.

challenging cases with occlusions and very few points. The

busy intersection scene also shows a few failure cases in-

cluding false negatives of pedestrians in rare poses (sitting),

false negatives of severely occluded objects and false pos-

itive for objects with similar geometry to cars. Those hard

cases can potentially be solved with added camera informa-

tion with multi-modal learning.

6. Conclusion

In this work we have introduced 3D Auto Labeling, a

state-of-the-art offboard 3D object detection solution using

point cloud sequences as input. The pipeline leverages the

long-term temporal data of objects in the 3D scene. Key

to our success are our object-centric formulation, powerful

offboard multi-frame detector and novel object auto label-

ing models. Evaluated on the Waymo Open Dataset, our so-

lution has shown significant gains over prior art onboard 3D

detectors, especially with high standard metrics. A human

label study has further shown the high quality of the auto

labels reaching comparable performance as experienced hu-

mans. Moreover, the semi-supervised learning experiments

have demonstrated the usefulness of the auto labels for stu-

dent training in cases of low-label and unseen domains.
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